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Applying Electromagnetic Field Analysis to Minimize the Earth

Resistance on High Resistivity Soils
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Abstract—Different optimization strategies to reduce the earth resistance in a high resistivity soil are
discussed in this work and illustrated with a practical example. Finite Element simulations reproducing
real-world conditions in terms of structure design and soil profiles have been made to evaluate the
improvements that should be adopted to minimize earth resistance. We analyze an example of an
earthing system of an array of four identical telescopes installed on high resistivity (kΩ·m order) soils
with two different behaviors. In the first one, current dissipation occurs in an uniform soil. In the second
one, a terrain with four layers of different resistivities is considered. This situation corresponds to a
real world case of an observatory constructed in a volcanic terrain. It was found that the best strategy
in each case differs: extend horizontal electrodes as far as possible from the foundation in the first case
and combine these electrodes with buried vertical electrodes that connect with deep high conductive
layers in the second. The results are discussed in terms of the achieved improvements depending on the
modifications introduced in the main structure.

1. LOWERING THE EARTH RESISTANCE: MOTIVATION AND OVERVIEW

The earth electrical resistance plays a major role in the safety of both personnel and instrumentation.
Grounding is also a fundamental part of any lightning protection system. It is vitally important,
as explained in the standards related to lightning protection [1–4] that in the event of a lightning
strike, excess charge induced in the lightning rods finds a safe and low resistance path to follow for its
correct dissipation in order to prevent any damage. Moreover, a high earth resistance may compromise
the proper operation of the surge protection devices. It is therefore understandable that a number of
standards that regulate the implementation of grounding are within the framework of protection against
atmospheric discharges.

Local regulations not always pose specific limits to a maximum acceptable earth resistance. This
is the case of the Low Voltage Electrotechnical Regulation. For this standard, the maximum earth
resistance will be the one which ensures that, throughout the life of the installation and at any time
of the year, touch voltages greater than 24 V cannot be produced in the accessible metal parts of the
installation, being 50 V for the rest of the parts [5]. But even in these cases one should note that touch
and step voltages are better controlled with low earth resistances.

European standards such as EN-62305-3 [3] recommend specific limits to earth resistance, less than
10 Ω when being measured at low frequency. However, in EN-62305-3 it is also mentioned that the
recommended value of the global earth resistance of 10 Ω is quite conservative in the case of structures
in which direct equipotential bonding is applied. It also remarks that, although the value of resistance
must be as low as possible in all cases, the most important measure is the equipotential bonding.

The standard improvements which can be made to reduce the earth resistance in difficult terrains
are generally based on:
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a) burying horizontal conductive plates or meshes,
b) burying vertical electrodes connected in parallel or
c) modifying the own terrain, which can be done by either changing the entire terrain material in a

large volume or adding earthing enhancing compounds.

A combination of several procedures is also possible. For instance, the Taiwan Photon Source (TPS)
storage ring has a 0.2 Ω earth system with 62 vertical electrodes and a grid of 4 rings. Bentonite was
used to lower the resistivity of the terrain [6]. Some theoretical models for basic configuration of vertical
electrodes and horizontal grids are adopted in the standards BS 7430:2011 [7] MIL-HDBK-319A [8] and
summarised in [9].

The use of vertical electrodes connected in parallel poses several practical limitations. In order
to prevent loss of effectiveness, it is necessary to keep a minimum distance between electrodes, which
is typically around 5 times larger than the electrode length. Otherwise, the overlapping of the local
equipotential lines around each electrode reduces the efficiency of the configuration. Typical electrode
lengths can be 2–3 m. The amount of resistance that is reduced with each additional electrode decreases
as the number of electrodes increases, but the basic parallel resistor formula of circuit theory will always
underestimate the final resistance.

It is generally accepted that the electrodes should usually be installed with a backfilling material of
high conductivity, which increases the effective diameter. Concrete is hygroscopic and has a resistivity
of 30–90 Ω ·m. This is particularly interesting in medium and highly resistive soils because a wire or
metallic rod encased in concrete has lower resistance than a similar electrode buried directly in the
earth. Some models of the calculation of the resistance of a grid with encased vertical electrodes can
be found in the IEEE Std 80-2000 [10].

One solution could be replacing the soil with a low resistance material [11]. A number of earth
enhancement materials are commercially available. Many are composed of carbon-based materials or
clays like bentonite (or a mixture of both). These materials can also be used as backfilling materials
to improve the resistance of an electrode. Chemical treatment of soil has environmental implications
and should not be considered as a long term solution, and there is additionally a risk of corroding
the earthing system. Coke breeze has also been used, but it poses serious concerns due to its highly
corrosive nature. IEC 62561-7 standard discusses prequalification methods for ground enhancement
materials [12].

Bentonite clay is actually a natural earth soil, mostly composed of the mineral montmorillionite,
which was formed by volcanic action in the past. It is noncorrosive, stable, and has a resistivity of
2.5 Ω ·m at 300% moisture. It has almost no environmental concerns and will not corrode the copper
like other compounds based on carbon. Bentonite is hygroscopic, but just because of this it needs
moisture in the ground to maintain its properties.

Some earthing enhancement materials contain cement, which after installation acquire properties
that are very close to concrete. This prevents the material from leaching into the soil or washing
away by groundwater. This type of material does not require any maintenance and has been shown to
significantly reduce the long-term resistance of grounding electrodes in a study commissioned by the
National Fire Protection Research Foundation [13]. However, alternatives should be considered because
these solutions could not be feasible in terms of environmental conservation and costs. This could be
the case when earthing must be done in areas of difficult access and with soils that are hard to excavate.

2. A CASE STUDY: LST SUBARRAY OF CTA-NORTH PROJECT

In order to illustrate how the electromagnetic field analysis can help to optimize the design of an earthing
system, we analyze a practical example with challenging demands: The earthing system of an array of
four telescopes built in a soil of volcanic nature and very low humidity content.

Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA) North Project aims to build a large scale observatory hosting
four Large-Sized Telescopes (LST) and another subarray of smaller, Medium-Sized Telescopes (MST).
CTA-North subarrays are located in the Roque de los Muchachos Observatory, a protected area with
regulations that pose severe limits to land removal operations and uses of earth enhancement compounds.
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2.1. Description of the Telescopes

The LST is an instrument with a mechanical structure hosting several sensitive optical and electronics
subsystems. Figure 1 shows a picture of the localization of all the LST (1-4) and a photo of the first
telescope built in the observatory, the LST1.

(a) (b)

Figure 1. Current view of the localization of (a) the four LSTs and (b) photo of LST1.

LST supports an array of 198 mirror plates, which conform a parabolic dish of 23 m diameter. The
mirror plates are mounted on a structure of tubes. Tubes are composed of galvanized steel, aluminium,
and carbon fibre. Each mirror can be moved with two actuators. The mirrors focus the light on a
camera composed by an array of fast photomultipliers and associated electronics, and the recorded data
are sent via optical fibres to a control room for further processing and storage.

The camera is the most complex system of the telescope and has two input power lines: one phase
230 V UPS and 3 phases AC 400 V. Inside the camera, both lines feed the main power distribution box,
which contains surge protection devices. The UPS line feeds those elements that need power for safety
reasons in case of a power failure. The other one feeds the rest of the camera subsystems either directly
or through 24 V power supplies.

The telescope structure rests on seven points, with the central axis of rotation and six moving
bogies equally spaced in a hexagonal arrangement. The bogies run on a circular rail of 23.9 m diameter
and 500 mm width, which is fixed to the terrain with a concrete foundation. The total weight of LST
telescope is 103 tons [14, 15].

2.2. Soil Conductivity Surveys

During the earthing system design, soil conductivity was one of the elements that received special
attention, since it has an important influence on earth resistance value [16, 17]. In practice, earth
resistance is roughly inversely proportional to soil conductivity. This parameter was measured for the
four telescope sites using Wenner method [18]. A significant diversity of values was found among the
sites, and all of them exhibited conductivities below 1 mS/m. All sites except LST3 showed uniform
conductivity up to depths of 10 m. However, in LST3 the terrain corresponds to a non-homogeneous soil
with extremely low conductivity layers due the presence of fractured basalt rocks. The depth, thickness,
and conductivity of each layer were estimated by correlating geotechnical surveys with finite element
simulations of the Wenner method. An agreement with measurements was obtained within 10% error
margin [19]. Table 1 shows the final values of the soil conductivities for all LST sites.

2.3. Foundation and Baseline Design of the Earthing System

The foundations of the telescopes are made of concrete and a steel bar armature. They have a central
part of reinforced concrete under the axis of rotation of the telescope. A circular beam of reinforced
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Table 1. Soil resistivity and geometrical parameters of the soil considered in models for LST telescopes.

Layer depth (m) σ (S/m) Layer depth (m) σ (S/m)
LST1 0–∞ 6.67 10−4

LST2 0–∞ 1.95 10−4

0–2.85 0.54 10−4

LST3
2.85–4.75 2.86 10−4

4.75–6.25 0.65 10−4 LST4 0–∞ 4.08 10−4

6.25–∞ 6.67 10−4

concrete is under the rail, and it is connected to the central part with radial beams. Another nearby
reinforced concrete foundation is under the camera access tower [20], which is a metallic tower specially
designed for two purposes: facilitate the camera maintenance and improve the anchorage of the telescope
during storms. In terms of safety, the LST structure has to be equipotential [3, 4, 21].

The design of the LST1 earthing system with the sketch of the metal plate structure is illustrated
in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Schematic of the real earthing system designed for LST telescopes. Magenta lines indicate
the structure of the horizontal plates used for earthing.

The steel armature of the foundation is connected with metal plates, which are extended outside
the reinforced concrete in the four cardinal directions. The metal plates are also connected to the metal
structure of the telescope. Lightning rods are integrated in the LST1 structure and the upper level of
the camera access tower. They are connected to the earthing system by stainless steel cables which
merge in an earth pit with a lightning counter. From this pit, an extension of the earth system was
made with a copper plate ended in three additional plates arranged as a goose radial leg and located in
the eastern side of the telescope. This installation is done according to UNE standard [22].

3. FINITE ELEMENT SIMULATION

Finite Element Method (FEM) has been used to calculate the earth resistance of the telescopes under
test: LST1 and LST3. LST2 and LST4 sites feature a uniform resistivity soil, like LST1. Therefore,
as all telescopes are identical the results for LST1 can be rescaled with the resistivities to obtain the
expected earth resistances of LST2 and LST4 without additional simulations. FEM simulations were
done with COMSOL Multiphysics v5.3a software. For the models presented in this work, Electric
Currents Module and a stationary study have been used.

The computational domain is a 3D hemisphere that contains the complete geometry modeled for
the earthing system of the telescopes. Soil below earth resistance installation is designed with the
characteristics displayed in Table 1. Thus, an homogeneous terrain is considered in LST1 case and a
four layer model in LST3, as can be seen in the illustrations of Figure 3.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3. Implemented model geometry and conductivity parameters of the soil. (a) LST1 and (b)
LST3.

The earthing system modeled, based on the real one, has two main parts:

- The metal grid. This consists of two solid blocks. One of them is located under the telescope
camera and the other under the mirror.

- A composition of thin metal plates. They are surrounding and connected to the solid blocks.

As a guide to consider the size of the structure, one can take as a reference that the distance between
the centers of the two solid blocks is 28.5 m. An illustration of the complete interconnected electrodes
in COMSOL and a representative simulation scenario is shown in Figure 4. To avoid contour artifacts
due the finiteness of the simulated volume, an Infinite Element Domain condition has been imposed to
an external layer. Electrical ground (V = 0) is located at the infinite. A hemisphere surrounding the
earthing system limits the zone of interest, where a more dense mesh is made.

(a) (b)

Figure 4. (a) Basic structure designed in COMSOL for the earthing system of the telescopes. (b) Metal
grid of the reinforce is displayed in grey color and metal plates surrounding it are in green. Implemented
model geometry. (1) Soil (LST1 case). (2) Infinite Element Domain Layer. (3) Extra fine mesh zone
surrounding earth resistance structure. (4) Earth resistance structure. (5) Ground.

According to the materials used in the LST1 earthing system, metal plates are designed with
3.5 mm height and 30 mm width. Material for the electrodes (solid blocks and plates) has the properties
of structural steel (σ = 4.032 106 S/m, according to COMSOL’s Materials Library).

For boundary condition, the complete earth resistance structure is considered as current source of
1A. Then, applying Ohm’s equation, COMSOL calculates the resistance of the terminal and voltage
distribution.

The main difficulty of these simulations comes from the high difference among the relevant
dimensions involved in the geometry of the models (lengths in the order of mm combined with others with
several m). To avoid that the mesh is too coarse or contains adjacent elements with large differences
in scale, the meshing should be made with a nonuniform density. An Extremely fine condition set
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by COMSOL was chosen for the thin plates, an Extra fine condition for the solid blocks and the
surrounding soil (zone 3 in Figure 4). Finally, the other domains are meshed with Normal condition.
Additionally, the external layer of the hemisphere has a special distribution appropriated for contour
domains called Boundary Layers. Despite this differentiation, it was necessary to adjust the tetrahedral
element minimum size because some domains are too narrow with respect to the rest of the geometry,
and very short boundary segments were necessary. On average, a quality factor of 0.5 is achieved in all
models.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The optimization of the earthing system in each telescope has been studied. We evaluate the impact in
the earth resistance value of several structural modifications with respect to the baseline configuration.
Tables 2 and 3 show the results for LST1 and LST3, respectively. Normalized voltage distribution in
3D, calculated earthing system resistance RES, and percentage of RES reduction with respect to the
original (improvement) are all shown in the tables. As a reference to better visualize the dimensions, a
dotted line corresponding to 53.5 m length is also included in the images.

Table 2. Comparison among the models to lower the earth resistance in LST1 telescope. Dashed line
corresponds to a 53.5 m length. The voltage shown is normalised to the peak one.
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It can be seen that for some configurations, the observed resistance is very high as compared to
the widely accepted 10 Ω limit for structures with a lightning protection system. In the case of LST3
telescope, the soil immediately surrounding the earth electrodes has a high resistivity value. The intent
is to reduce the earth electrode resistivity using the possibilities that have been presented in this work
(adding metal plates of different shapes). Based on the results obtained, there is a need to discuss the
applicability of different modifications depending on the case under study.
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Table 3. Comparison among the models to lower the earth resistance in LST3 telescope. Dashed line
corresponds to a 53.5 m length. The voltage shown is normalised to the peak one.
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4.1. Systems with Horizontal Plates

When the earth resistance is not low enough, lengthening the horizontal earth electrodes in the soil is
a popular solution [23]. The comparison of 1.4 with 1.6 indeed reveals the effectivity of extending the
plates away from the main structure, to favor the dissipation of the electric current in a larger surface.
When all plates are located too close from each other, the decrease of the resistance is marginal. This
can be illustrated by comparing 1.5 configuration with 1.4. Despite the addition of two external plates,
the improvement is only 7.9%. This result agrees well with previous works which show that resistance
in designs with higher density of rods in the center of the grounding grid is often higher than those
designs that place the rods at the grid periphery [24]. This is attributed to the shielding effect between
electrodes.

The use of radial plates usually improves the resistance of the earthing system, by allowing current
to diverge on each conductor, offering lower impedance [25]. This technique seems more effective than
a single long conductor. It is also recommended to install at least one vertical electrode per radial
conductor when it can connect to a lower resistivity soil layer [26]. In our case, both scenarios 1.2 and
1.3 consider this case. The radial “goose leg” added in 1.2 has a resistance of 54.24 Ω as calculated
with COMSOL. Since this value is high as compared to the 15.17 Ω of the main structure, it does not
contribute that much to the decrease. For this reason, adding vertical electrodes in this part of the
structure is not the optimal solution in terms of improvement (4.2%) and cost.

The discussion for nonuniform soils is more complex. The difference of current distributions in the
layers rises when reflective coefficient increases due the resistivity value change in the interfaces. In
our case, we have a high resistivity upper layer. It seems that lower earth resistance can be obtained
through matching deep low resistivity materials, i.e., with vertical electrodes. If we compare 2.1 and 2.2
cases, a significant improvement is achieved (22.8%), but installing additional and/or wider horizontal
plates (case 2.5) does not result into a noticeable effect as compared to previous models. The high
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resistivity of the terrain heavily influences the resistance of the structure and imposes a limit to the
current dissipation in this first layer. In this case, connecting electrodes with the best conductive layers
is the most effective strategy.

4.2. Systems with Horizontal Plates Combined with Vertical Electrodes

The periphery of the earth system is the best place to insert vertical electrodes [27]; therefore, this was
the place chosen for the simulation trials. In LST1, structure 1.3 did not show a noticeable improvement
with 10 m long metal plates in the end of the radial leg. To evaluate how effective is for this case to bury
vertical electrodes in the earthing system, we studied the effect of adding to structure 1.6 plates of 10 m.
We added 2, 4, 6 (structure 1.7), 8 10, 12 (structure 1.8) and 16 electrodes. Results and representative
illustrations are shown in Figure 5.

1.77 1.8 

Figure 5. Relationship between the number of vertical electrodes added to structure 1.6 and the
calculated earth resistance RES. Illustration of the cases with 6 vertical electrodes (1.7) and 12 (1.8).

We can confirm that resistance decreases with the increase of the number of vertical electrodes.
However, the tendency shows that a saturation is expected when the number of electrodes is very high,
because the shielding effect increases [27, 28].

On a multilayered soil, the method of long vertical electrodes does not improve the situation when
the soil resistivity of the bottom layer is very high. On the other hand, when a low resistivity soil
layer is under a higher one, adding deep electrodes can achieve good results. The comparison of 2.2
with 2.3 and 2.4 shows that long vertical electrodes can always reach better results. However, in 2.6
we have increased the number of vertical electrodes up to 22, and the enhancement is not as noticeable
as desired. This could be related with the current reflections produced due to resistivity interfaces. So,
the choice of electrode length, location, and number is determined by the soil structure.

4.3. Simulations of Parallel Connection of Earthing Systems

The large resistivity of the LST3 site is the main factor limiting the earth resistance minimization for
this telescope. However, the fact that the four LSTs are far enough from each other offers the possibility
of efficiently reducing the earth resistance by interconnecting all the earth layouts, which in practice
means a connection of four resistors in parallel. According to previous work on the behavior of vertical
electrodes connected in parallel, the electrodes must be separated from each other at least five times of
their equivalent radius, so the ground potential has decayed to 20% of the potential rise [29]. However,
this result cannot be applied in a straightforward way to the connection of the LST earth systems for
two main reasons: the optimum layouts for uniform terrains are very shallow, and it is unclear what
would be the influence of the non-uniformity of the LST3 soil resistivity.

In order to clarify these points a simulation was done by considering a structure in which LST1
and LST3 earth systems are connected, taking into account the different soil resistivities under them.
Figure 6 shows a schematic of the model geometry.

The calculations using FEM are presented in Table 4. In the first column, the case in which both
structures are present but not inter-connected is shown. In the second column, we connect them with
an horizontal steel plate similar to the one used in the previous designs. The current source for the
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Figure 6. Implemented model geometry and conductivity parameters of the soil for the case in which
LST1 ans LST3 are interconnected.

Table 4. Comparison among the results for LST3 earth resistance value (RES) when LST1 and LST3
structures are present and they are/not interconnected in parallel. The current terminal condition is
imposed in LST3 (represented in color blue).

Structure Separated Parallel 
Description  

 

 

 
Ground-structures independent Ground-structures connected in parallel 

 
Voltage 

 

 

RES (Ω) 70.74 11.6 

Improvement -  82.7% 

earth resistance calculation is injected at the LST3 earth system. Voltage distribution, equipotential
curves, and earth resistances are shown in the table.

Since LST1 resistance is 15.17 Ω (see structure 1.1 in Table 2), the rule for two resistances in
parallel predicts a 12.5 Ω resistance value for this configuration. The reduction needed to accomplish the
requirements is almost achieved with a reduction of 82.7% of the resistance of LST3 earth. Furthermore,
the simulation shows that the inter-telescope distances are long enough, and the non-uniformity of LST3
soil does not make any strong influence on the accuracy of the simple parallel resistor model. Assuming
linearity between the soil resistivity and earth resistance for the homogeneous soils and making use
of the fact that all telescopes are identical, it is possible to estimate the earth resistances for LST2
and LST4 without further simulations, and calling ρi to LSTi soil resistivity we can estimate the earth
resistances RESi as

RESi = ρi
RES1

ρ1
(1)

Using expression (1) one readily obtains that the total earth resistance for the complete LST
subarray would be 7.2 Ω.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

Different methods of lowering the earth resistance value modifying the earthing structure design and
calculating its value with Finite Element simulation have been discussed in this paper. The results
demonstrate how the voltage distribution and earth resistance value are influenced by the earthing
system design. To evaluate the optimum modifications that should be made, we have considered the
influence of the shape, size, and number of horizontal and vertical electrodes depending on the soil
properties. The possibility of inter-connecting in parallel several structures has also been analyzed.

The following conclusions can be drawn from the simulations described below:

- The optimum strategy for a uniform, high resistivity soil is extending the horizontal plates as far
as possible from the main structure. Vertical electrodes do not provide significant improvements.

- If the soil contains several layers vertical electrodes connecting with the best conductivity layer are
effective in producing significant resistance reduction.

- It is confirmed by simulations that the interconnection of several earth systems located at distances
of the order of five times or more the size of the earth system leads to an arrangement of
parallel resistors that can produce considerable earth resistance reductions. This approach is
particularly powerful when the installation consists of several facilities built on soils of highly
different resistivities. In this case, each facility takes benefit of the best one.
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